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ABSTRACT: Publisher/Subscriber System is receiving increasing attention for providing customized information
delivery. Context-based event matching is vexing issues in large-scale event-matching publish/subscribe systems.
Major constraints in distributed environment such as location, behaviour that motivate for designing efficient
algorithms for scalable communication system. Analysis of its difficulty and evaluation of its solutions is still a
problem. This paper contributes towards survey of existing event matching algorithms in publisher/subscriber system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Publish/subscribe system typically consists of an overlay network of brokers. Events originate from publishers and
are delivered by the brokers to interested subscribers. Traditional publish/subscribe is topic-based where subscribers
subscribe to a set of redefined topics such as “Apple news” or “American Idol” [1].

Fig 1: Work-flow of Publish/Subscribe system

Content-based publish/subscribe, on the other hand, allows a subscriber to express an interest as a boolean predicate
against values of attributes inside events [2][3]. For example, a subscriber may subscribe to eBay antique auctions with
seller rating higher than 90 percent and starting bid between $100 and $200. Only events matching the predicate will be
delivered to the subscriber [4]. Content-based publish/subscribe is of interest to both database and networking
communities because it must address the dual challenges of subscription matching in an event space and event
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dissemination in the network space. Each subscriber needs to be assigned a broker which is responsible for forwarding
matching events to this subscriber. Intuitively, we would like to assign subscribers with similar interests to the same
broker, so that an event delivered to the broker could serve many subscribers. If all subscribers assigned to the broker
have similar interests, then only a subset of all possible events needs to go through the broker. At the same time we
may not want to assign a subscriber to a broker located far away in the network because by doing so increases delivery
latency and communication cost. Finally, we should not assign too many subscribers to one broker, which creates a
performance bottleneck and delays event delivery. Balancing these considerations—similarity of interests in the event
space, proximity of locations in the network space, and balance of load across brokers—is a difficult optimization
problem [4].
In the matching problem, we are given an events schema and a finite set of subscriptions (sub). Subsequently, we are
given an event (e), and the goal is to determine all those subscriptions in sub that match e. We allow pre-processing of
the set Sub before we are given e. A solution to the matching problem has two phases: pre processes and match pre
processed data with the event. Initially in the pre-processing phase, the algorithm pre-processes the set of subscriptions
into a data structure that allows fast matching [5]. Pre-processing makes sense in most pub/sub environments, where
subscriptions tend to change infrequently enough that they can be considered approximately static, but where events are
published at a fast rate. The first phase takes the set of subscriptions and outputs an internal representation of the
subscriptions. The second phase match takes this internal representation an event and outputs of those subscriptions
that match the event.
II. RELATED WORK
Various ways for specifying the events of interest have led to identifying distinct variants of the pub/sub paradigm.
The subscription models that appeared in the literature are characterized by their expressive power. A highly expressive
model increases the subscriber’s possibility to precisely match their interest, i.e. receiving only the events they are
interested in. In this section we briefly review the most popular pub/sub subscription models.
There are three principal types of pub/sub systems: topic-based, type-based and content-based systems.
A.

Topic-based Model
Notifications are grouped in topics i.e., a subscriber declares its interest for a particular topic and will receive all
events related to that topic. Each topic corresponds to a logical channel ideally connecting each possible publisher to all
interested subscribers. For the sake of completeness, the difference between channel and topics is that topics are carried
within an event as a special attribute.
Consider the example [6] of stock quotes disseminated to a large number of interested brokers. In a first step, we are
interested in buying stocks, advertised by stock quote events. Such events consist of five attributes: a global identifier,
the name of the company, the price, the amount of stocks, and the identifier of the selling trader. Fig 2 gives an
overview of the resulting distributed interaction.

Fig 2: Topic-based Publish/Subscribe interactions
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Topic-based model has been the solution adopted in all early pub/sub structures. Examples of systems that fall under
this category are TIB/RV [7], iBus [8], SCRIBE [9], Bayeux [10] and the CORBA Notification Service [11]. The main
drawback of the topic-based model is the very limited expressiveness it offers to subscribers. A subscriber interested in
a subset of events related to a specific topic receives also all the other events that belong to the same topic. To address
problems related to low expressiveness of topics, several solutions are exploited in pub/sub implementations. For
example, the topic-based model is often extended to provide hierarchical organization of the topic space, instead of a
simple flat structure as in [7, 12]. Let A and B are two topics where topic B can be then defined as a sub-topic of an
existing topic A. Events matching B will be received by all clients subscribed to both A and B.
B.

Type-based
In type-based systems, a subscriber states the type of data it is interested in (e.g., temperature data). This type of
systems is not very common. Producers publish message objects on a communication bus and consumers subscribe to
the bus by specifying the types of the objects they are interested in. Message objects are considered as first class
citizens and are classified by their types, instead of arbitrarily fixed topics. The type-based publish/subscribe is a new
variant of distributed messaging based on the publish/ subscribe paradigm.
The example in Figure 3 illustrates type-based subscription. Stock events can be split into two distinct types: stock
quotes (for sale) and stock requests. Brokers use stock requests to express their interest in buying stock [6].

Fig 3: Type-based Publish/Subscribe interactions

C.

Content-based Model
Content-based systems are the most versatile ones. The content-based publish/subscribe variant, which enables
applications to describe runtime properties of messages the subscriber wish to receive. Here the subscriber describes
the content of messages it wants to receive. Such a subscription could be for any messages like it containing both
temperature and light readings where the temperature is below a certain threshold and the light is on. Possible
constraints depend on the attribute type and on the subscription language. Most subscription languages comprise
equality and comparison operators as well as regular expressions [13–15].
The subscriber would either have to filter out irrelevant events or topics that would need to be split into several
subtopics—one for each company (And recursively several subtopics for different price “categories”, like price: 250
and price: 130) [6].
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Fig 4: Content-based Publish/Subscribe interactions

The complexity of the subscription language obviously influences the complexity of matching operation. It is not
common to have subscription languages allowing queries more complex than those in conjunctive forms [16, 17]. A
complete specification of content-based subscription models can be found in [18]. Examples of systems that fall under
the content-based category are Gryphon [18], SIENA [19], JEDI [20], LeSubscribe [21], Ready [22], Hermes [23], and
Elvin [24]. In content-based publish/subscribe, events are not classified according to some predefined criterion (i.e.,
topic name) but rather according to properties of the events themselves. As a consequence, the correspondence between
publishers and subscribers is on an event basis.
III. HEURISTIC DESCRIPTIONS
For the publish/subscribe system, the following subsection describe the Analysis of some event matching algorithms.
A.

Naive Algorithm
This is a simple algorithm for solving the matching problem consists of testing all subscriptions one by one against
each incoming event [25]. Usually a matching algorithm may be used in environments with a large number of
subscriptions (several hundreds of thousands or even more). In such environments, if the response time to process an
event is an important factor or the rate of events to process is high, the naive algorithm is not a satisfactory solution.
The main problem with this algorithm is the existence of a high redundancy in the evaluation of the predicates. In fact,
the same predicate can be evaluated as many times as the number of times it appears in the set of subscriptions.
It evaluates the subscriptions one by one and for each subscription, evaluates its predicates until either one of them
becomes false or all of them are evaluated.
Naive _match(S, e)
1 // S is the set of subscriptions, e is the event to
match
2 matched  {}
3 for each s  S do
IV.
4
m  true
5
for each p  s.preds do
V.
6
if ¬ predmatch (p, e) then
7
m  false
VI.
8
break // leave loop for
9
end if
VII.
10 end loop
11 if m then
VIII.
12
matched  matched  s
13 end if
IX.
14 end loop
Fig. 5 Naive Algorithm
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The limitation of the above proposed algorithm is the time taken to evaluate the matching process is too large as it
evaluates all the subscription one by one. So to reduce the matching time we go for the tree match algorithm which is
also less computationally expensive than Naive algorithm. This naive algorithm runs linearly to the number of
subscriptions [5][26]. In practice, pub/sub systems may be deployed in environments with tens of thousands of
publishers/subscribers, and in general pub/sub systems have been aimed at providing support for large-scale, widely
distributed applications. Therefore, a linear time solution to the matching problem is not adequate.
B.

Tree Match Algorithm
Tree based matching algorithm performs better than naive based algorithm. A tree-based algorithm [27] organizes
subscriptions into a rooted search tree. Each node at level i of the tree represent a property pi and have at most 3
successors corresponding to values

pi {0,1,*} . Each tree leaf contains a list of all subscriptions with predicate

values specified by the path from the root to the leaf. Given an event e {0,1} , the search tree is traversed from the
root to down. At every node, the value of the property for the event is tested and the satisfied branches are followed.
All the matching subscriptions are obtained at the leaves of the tree that the algorithm hits.
k

Fig. 6 Tree Match data structure

Here, in the pre-processing phase, our algorithm creates a matching tree [5]. In the matching tree each node is a test
on some of the attributes and the edges are results of such tests. Each lower level of the tree is a refinement of the tests
performed at higher levels and at the leaves of the tree we have the subscriptions. With such a tree, we can find the
subscriptions that match an event by traversing the tree starting from the root at each node, we perform the test
prescribed by the node and follow all those edges consistent with the result (there may be more than one edge). We
then repeat these steps until we get to the leaves. The leaves that are finally visited correspond to the subscriptions that
match the event.
C.

RAPID Match Algorithm
RAPID Match is based on the tree-based matching approach. RAPID Match pre-processes subscriptions by
partitioning them by the predicates corresponding to the “relevant” properties of events, so that for a given event, it can
quickly eliminate large amounts of non-matching subscriptions and focus on a small subset of possibly matching
subscriptions.
To validate the model, [27] the example of an online newspaper has been considered. The newspaper publishes
articles periodically and wishes to notify subscribers when articles of their interest are published. Users specify their
preferences in terms of the topics they are interested in, such as current affairs, sports, arts, etc. They may specify if
they are interested, not interested, or neutral about each topic. For example, a subscription specifying the subscriber’s
interest in sports, a disinterest in politics and indifference about the rest may have a subscription like (sports = *),
(politics = 1), (arts = 0) and … here, 1 indicates interest, 0 indicates disinterest, and * indicates “don’t care”. An event,
such as an article concerning politics and arts but neutral about any other topic will be specified by (sports = *),
(politics = 1) and (arts = 1) and other constraints. Formally, subscriptions consist of a conjunction of k predicates
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(

p1  v1 ) and ( p1  v2 ) and ... ( pk  vk ) where the Pj are called properties and the vi take values in {0, 1, *}.

Events are represented in a similar fashion except that the

vi take values in {0, 1}. An event is said to match a

subscription if its property values satisfy all predicates in the subscription, i.e., 0 and 1 in the subscription match 0 and
1 respectively in the event and * matches either. For conciseness, the property names are omitted and only the values
are specified.
In this algorithm the terminologies used are,
e=Publishing event.
S=A set of subscriptions.

pi = Properties of an event.
pk =Predicates in the subscription.
k=No. of predicates.

Pjt =No. partitions of a publishing event e.
T jt = Contains subscriptions which have either a 0 or a * in Pjt .

S t = Contains subscriptions with at most t 1's.

S= Any subscription that matches the event e, implies that s  S
t=No. of 1’s in event e.

1) Subscription partitioning: In this process first of all properties such as
of
|

k/

(t+1)

consecutive

properties

each.

let

r

=

p1 , p2 ... pk are divided into t+1 blocks

k/

(t+1),

and

the

partition

p1 p2 .. pr || pr 1 pr  2 .. p2r |...| ptr 1 ptr  2 .. p(t 1) r |. For clarity, the blocks are denoted as P , P ...P
t
1

this partition, the secondary partition are defined within RAPIDMatchSets as follows:
t
1

disjoint and exhaustive collection of t+1 sets T
t

either a 0 or a * in Pj . Note that since

t
t 1 .

t
2

, T ...T

The set T

t
j

t
2

t
t 1 .

is

Using

S t is partitioned into a

contains subscriptions which have

S t contains subscriptions with at most t 1's and since there are t+1

blocks of predicates, at least one block of predicates must be totally devoid of 1's and so each subscription can
t

be placed in at least one T j . It is possible that a subscription may fit (and be put into) more than such sets.
The partitions are illustrated in Fig. 7 [27].

i

5

5

Fig. 7 Partitioning the properties of an exactly-5-light event. P (i, j) indicates Pj . partitions P1 , P5 have no 1’s, so all matching subscriptions will
be in either
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2) Data structures used in RAPID Match: Based on the partitions above, data structure is built in RAPIDMatch as
follows [27]:





Rapid Match partitions subscriptions into c+2 (not necessarily disjoint) RAPIDMatchSets S 0 , S1 ,... S c 1 .
For 0 ≤ t ≤ c, further partition

S t into t+1 sets T1t , T2t ,… Tt t1 . For each such set, build a search tree, called

RAPIDMatchTree for subscriptions in the set.
Each RAPIDMatchTree

T jt is a restricted search tree which handles all the properties in cyclic order starting
t

from the property after Pj , namely


properties in block

p jr 1 , to pk , then wrapping around to p1 and ending at p( j 1) r . Thus, the

t
j

P are avoided.

For the subscriptions in S c 1 , build a standard (

p1 , p2 ,…, pk )-restricted search tree, to test all the k

properties.

i



Fig. 8 RAPIDMatch data structure. T (i,j) denotes T j .

Matching algorithm: The RAPID Match matching algorithm runs as follows [27]:

Given an event e  {0,1} , find t, the number
of 1’s in it.
X. Table Captions

If
0
≤
t
≤
c,
iterate
over
k

, P2t ,..., Pt t1 blocks of e to find an index i such
t
that e has only 0's in Pi . i is guaranteed to exist, as e
t

the P1

has only t 1's and there are t+1 blocks. Search
RAPIDMatch

t

Tree Ti ,

and

return

all

matching

subscriptions.

If t > c, search the tree of S c 1 , and return all
matching subscriptions.
The limitation of the above proposed algorithm is, the algorithm runs efficiently only under the
condition t  k /(t  1) , but when that condition fails, the running time of the matching process increases and the
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efficiency of this algorithm decreases. So, we go for a modification of RAPID Match algorithm, named as Modified
RAPID Match algorithm.
D.

Proposed Modified Rapid Match Algorithm

In this algorithm the terminologies used that are,
e=Publishing event.
S=A set of subscriptions.

pi = Properties of an event.
pk =Predicates in the subscription.
k=No. of predicates.

Pjt =No. partitions of a publishing event e.
T jt = Contains subscriptions which have either a 0 or a * in Pjt .

S t = Contains subscriptions with at most t 1's.

S= Any subscription that matches the event e, implies that s  S
t= No. of 0’s or 1’s in event e whichever is less in count.
The Subscription Partitioning and the Data Structures used in Modified RAPIDMatch Algorithm are same as used in
RAPIDMatch Algorithm as stated above. But the modification of this algorithm is only in the matching process in

1st point which is stated below.
1) Matching algorithm: The Modified RAPID Match matching algorithm runs as follows:
1.
2.

Given an event e  {0,1} , find t, either less
number of 1’s or 0’s in it.
If
0
≤
t
≤
c,
iterate
over
k

the P1

, P2t ,..., Pt t1 blocks

index

i

t

of e to find an
t

such that e has only 0's in Pi .

i

is

guaranteed to exist, as e has only t 1's and there
t

are t+1 blocks. Search RAPID Match Tree Ti ,
and return all matching subscriptions.
3.

If t > c, search the tree of S c 1 , and return all
matching subscriptions.

Instead of partitioning the subscriptions on the basis on number of 1’s present in it, the algorithm can check for the
Boolean value which occurs less number of times in the given event e. For example, if the event e is given as {0, 1, 1,
0, 1} and seven subscriptions are given as:
S1 = {0, 0, 1, 1, 1}

S 2 = {0, 1, 1, 0, 1}
S 3 = {*, 1, 1, *, 1}
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S 4 = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0}
S 5 = {0, 1, *, 0, 1}

S 6 = {0, 1, 0, 0, 0}
S 7 = {1, 0, *, 0, 1}
The given event has two 0’s and three 1’s. So, searching with respect to 0’s would be easier than searching with
respect to 1’s. The subscriptions are partitioned on the basis of number of 0’s. So, the groups are:
Zero
0’s

S3

One
0’s

Two
0’s

S3

S1
S2
S3

S2

S5

S5

S7

Three
0’s

Four
0’s

S7

Five
0’s

S2

S4

S6

Table 1 Table of subscriptions

2) Searching taking the positions into consideration. Here, * is considered both as 0 and 1 and the subscription
containing * appears in two columns first taking 0 and then taking 1. The algorithm doesn’t consider the
subscriptions containing all 0’s or all 1’s as they don’t match the event. The algorithm then goes to the column
st

th

containing two 0’s (as the event has two 0’s). We know that 0 is present in 1 and 4 position. Now, instead
of linearly comparing the subscriptions with the event, it checks for the position of 0 in the subscription. It
eliminates subscription

S 7 as in the 1st position, there is 1 and not 0. Considering the other two subscriptions,

we find that 0’s are present in both the required positions. Therefore, the subscriptions matching the event are
S 2 and S 7 .
E. SGIM Algorithm
SGIM algorithm operates in two stages. In first stage it pre- processes subscriptions by grouping them by the
predicates corresponding to the relevant properties of events [28][29]. The basic grouping idea from statistics is
employed to decide the number of. In the second stage matching subscriptions or predicates are derived sequentially.
All predicates stored in the system are associated with a unique ID. Similarly subscriptions are identified with
subscription id.
The pub-sub components workflow in our framework is as follows:
 Users register their information and subscriptions to various SaaS applications which then transfer all this
information to pub/sub broker registry.
 When sensor data reaches to the system from gateways, event/stream monitoring and processing component
(SMPC) in the pub/sub broker determines whether it needs processing or just store for periodic send or for
immediate delivery.
 If sensor data needs periodic/emergency delivery, the analyser determines which SaaS applications the events
belong to and then passes the events to the disseminator along with application ids.
 The disseminator, using event matching algorithm, finds appropriate subscribers for each application and
delivers the events for use.
SGIM algorithm is a fast and scalable event matching algorithm called Statistical Group Index Matching. SGIM
algorithm operates in two stages. In first stage it pre-processes subscriptions by grouping them by the predicates
corresponding to the relevant properties of events. The basic grouping idea from statistics is employed to decide the
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number of groups. In the second stage matching subscriptions or predicates are derived sequentially. All predicates
stored in the system are associated with a unique ID. Similarly subscriptions are identified with subscription id.
In case of normal range predicates or highly overlapping range predicates, it can greatly reduce the search space for
fast event matching since it can directly choose or delete one or more group of subscriptions just by checking the index
of groups. Then using sequential searching, when any predicate in a subscription is evaluated to false, there is no need
to evaluate the remaining predicates. Furthermore, if this predicate is shared by many subscriptions, all remaining
predicates in these subscriptions can be ignored, which can significantly reduce the evaluation overhead. The
evaluation cost of SGIM is linear to the number of subscriptions.
The algorithm for inserting a new subscription in the system is very similar to the event matching algorithm. First
the algorithm finds the group index which matches the subscription and insert into that group. If necessary, the group
index may be updated for that subscription insertion. The cost of the inserting algorithm is close to the event matching
cost. Deletion algorithm is very easy. Just we need to find the exact group index of the subscriptions to be deleted and
then delete that from the group and if necessary group index is updated. If whole group needs to be deleted then we can
search that group index and delete it.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this experiment four matching algorithms were implemented for evaluation in Java. All experiments were
conducted on a Pentium IV processor machine running at 2.0 GHz with 512 MB of RAM. We generate subscriptions
ranging from 250-1000 predicates with 50 attributes. Each subscription predicate takes value 0, 1, *. The performance
results are shown in seconds.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In the simulation we have plotted the graph between the runtime and the no. of subscriptions. Here, three matching
algorithms were implemented for evaluation. It has been observed that, in comparison of Naive with RAPIDMatch and
Modified RAPIDMatch algorithms, the performance of the Naive algorithm greatly reduces. But in the comparison of
RAPIDMatch and Modified RAPIDMatch algorithms, Modified RAPIDMatch algorithms show the better result. In the
other plot in Fig.11, we compare all four algorithms and conclude that when the no. of subscriptions is less, then all the
three matching algorithms such as Naive, RAPIDMatch and Modified RAPIDMatch algorithms perform better than
SGIM algorithm but the SGIM algorithm outperforms from other three algorithms, where the number of subscriptions
is too large.

Fig. 11 Comparison of Naive, RAPIDMatch, Modified RAPIDMatch algorithms.
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Fig. 11 Comparison of Naive, RAPIDMatch, Modified RAPIDMatch and SGIM algorithms.
XI. CONCLUSION
Three different event matching problems in content based publisher subscriber system are shown, such as Naive
algorithm and Tree based algorithms in Fig.10. Tree based algorithms are more efficient than other algorithms. From
the observations it has been concluded that the proposed/developed modified RAPIDMatch algorithm outperforms
other algorithms. Our proposed Modified RAPIDMatch partitions subscriptions offline based on their predicate
characteristics so that for given event we can quickly identify a small subset of relevant subscription and reduce its
search space. But SGIM outperforms other three algorithms when the no. of subscriptions is too high. The efficiency of
event matching algorithms is shown in the graph. Our future work is to develop deeper understanding and more
comprehensive evaluation using realistic publisher subscriber information.
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